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1. Introduction

1.1 Initial Motivation

THIS PAPER advocates consideration
of the biological basis of economic

behavior.2 Although human evolutionary
history is inherently fascinating and logi-
cally must be the foundation of eco-
nomic behavior, the case is not limited to
these observations. Neither do these ob-
servations flatly contradict the usual view
in economics that preferences can be
taken as primitive and that behavior is
fully rational. Reductionism for its own
sake is not advocated; rather it seems
that the marginal product of work on
biological foundations now exceeds that
of work on more elaborate higher level
models of economic behavior. Consid-
eration of the biological basis of eco-
nomic behavior will, in the long run,
help select the leading candidates from
the entire slate of standard and nonstan-

dard models of economic behavior. Al-
though some specific implications can be
drawn now, the main task is to develop
consistent and convincing biological
models for the evolution of human
economic characteristics.3

1.2 Historical Sketch

The histories of economics and biol-
ogy intertwine. It is well-known that a
key insight for Charles Darwin derived
from Thomas Malthus (1803). Malthus’
argument that the growth rate of a
population would tend to outpace the
growth rate of output implied, for Dar-
win, an inevitable struggle for existence
and, hence, natural selection of the fit-
test. Somewhat less well-known is the
influence of Adam Smith (1776), whose
Invisible Hand seems to have been a
fundamental and pervasive inspiration for
Darwin. Unfettered self-interested util-
ity or profit maximization became, for
Darwin, the struggle for reproductive
success. The efficiency achieved by the
market became the prodigious adapta-
tion and balance evident in nature. (See
Stephen Jay Gould 1993, pp. 148–51.)

Darwin delayed publishing The Ori-
gin of Species until 1859, in part be-
cause of an awareness of the furor that
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would result from describing a com-
plete system in which God was not nec-
essary. Furthermore, Darwin delayed
drawing the inevitable implications of
evolution for human beings, eventually
addressing these directly in The Descent
of Man in 1871.4

The greatest challenge to Darwin’s
theory then and now is the human mind.
Indeed, the codiscoverer of natural se-
lection, Alfred Russel Wallace, came to
believe that “a superior intelligence has
guided the development of man in a
definite direction, and for a special pur-
pose.” Although Darwin himself did not
shrink from attributing even the human
mind to evolution, the question of how
evolution could have generated this
complex and powerful phenomenon
retains much of its mystery.5

1.3 Present Aim

The historical trade between biology
and economics has not been all one-
way. Game theory was recently bor-
rowed from economics and returned in
a modified and useful form, for exam-
ple.6 Overall, however, there is a trade
deficit favoring economics. Accordingly,
the present aim is to ask various ques-
tions concerning the biological basis of
human economic behavior. The most
politically controversial questions often
concern the biological basis of differ-
ences among various groups of people.
Although not innocuous, less controver-
sial and more fundamental questions
concern why human beings share par-
ticular characteristics. For example,

among those taken up here are: Why
might utility functions exist? Is utility
hedonic? Is it adaptive? What further
properties would evolution confer on
utility? In particular: Would preferences
be purely selfish? Would intertemporal
preferences be time consistent? Would
behavior under risk satisfy the expected
utility theorem? Further: Why did hu-
man intelligence and longevity origi-
nally evolve together? Why might indi-
viduals have a “theory of mind”—a
model of the beliefs and preferences of
others?

1.4 Overview

Topics in the present paper will be
treated in the rough order in which
these phenomena might have evolved.
Most importantly, utility is taken to
have arisen prior to a high degree of in-
telligence or rationality. That is, al-
though evolution might have substan-
tially modified utility payoffs after their
initial appearance and a vestige of ra-
tionality is needed to model how prefer-
ences first evolved, it is difficult to con-
template increasing rationality without
preexisting preferences. This sequence
is plausible neurologically, since reward
centers can be found in evolutionarily
ancient brain structures—the “limbic
system,” for example—but cognitive
decision making occurs in brain struc-
tures that were more recently exaggerated
in human beings—the frontal lobes.7

The following terminology should be
clarified: “Utility” has an hedonic cardi-
nal interpretation; “preferences” may

4 The Expression of the Emotions in Man and
Animals (1872) is more specific, but is a testimo-
nial to Darwin’s powers of observation. The es-
sence of his claim for the universality of the ex-
pression of emotions has stood the test of time.

5 The views of Wallace and Darwin are de-
scribed by Steven Pinker (1997, pp. 299–300).

6 John Maynard Smith (1982) demonstrates the
effectiveness of game theory in biology; Michihiro
Kandori (1997) and George Mailath (1998) survey
evolutionary game theory in economics.

7 Joseph Le Doux (1996, pp. 86–87) describes
how evolution in mammals has increased the size
of the neocortex relative to the limbic system (or
“rhinencephalon”). Eric Kandel, James Schwartz
and Thomas Jessell (1991, chapters 47 and 48) de-
scribe the role of the limbic system in emotional
behavior and motivation. The recent growth and
“executive function” of the frontal lobes is de-
scribed by Michael Gazzaniga, Richard Ivry, and
George Mangun (1998, ch. 11) for example.
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be nonconventional, but otherwise
these terms have the usual meaning.
“Intelligence” has a general interpreta-
tion; “rationality,” more specifically,
means the extent to which an individual
maximizes utility while using all avail-
able information, including appropriate
use in strategic settings of opponents’
preferences and beliefs.

Attention will not be confined here to
theoretical evolutionary models of the
biological basis of economic behavior,
but will be given to relevant empirical
work and to disciplines other than biol-
ogy and economics. Neuroscience, for
example, a rapidly progressing field that
has illuminated the proximate neural
causes of behavior, provides evidence
here for an evolutionary approach.8

(Gazzaniga, Ivry, and Mangun 1998 is a
recent text on cognitive neuroscience.)
Such evidence does not eliminate the
need for theory. For example, more
light can now be shed on altruistic be-
havior towards relatives by considering
its evolutionary advantage rather than
its neurological basis. It is hard to imag-
ine that knowledge of proximate mecha-
nisms will soon be so complete that
evolutionary arguments will become
redundant.9

The evolution of preferences in dis-
tant forebears of human beings will be
considered first. It will be argued that
the evolutionary rationale for an he-
donic internal evaluation system is to
permit an appropriate response to nov-
elty and complexity. Such a cardinal

utility function may be over goods that
are only intermediate from a biological
viewpoint. Utility seems also to be
adaptive and an evolutionary advantage
of this will be outlined.10 Adaptive he-
donic utility need not, however, produce
results that markedly differ from those
derived from the usual nonadaptive
ordinal view of utility.

A key question about the applications
of preferences considered here is: Are
these standard selfish economic prefer-
ences? Although plausible biological
models generate selfish preferences,
this is not always true. Specifically, al-
though a simple biological model of the
evolution of attitudes to risk generates
the expected utility theorem, a more
general version of the model produces a
particular type of nonstandard, interde-
pendent preferences. An evolutionary
perspective thus suggests testable hy-
potheses that are unlikely to suggest
themselves otherwise.

Would evolved preferences be stan-
dard in other respects? For example,
are intertemporal preferences time con-
sistent? Hyperbolic discounting and the
resulting time inconsistency account for
a number of otherwise puzzling empiri-
cal phenomena. However, although
such “excessive” impatience toward im-
mediate rewards may result from sys-
tematic error, simple biological models
without such error tend to produce con-
sistency. Further: Is there a biological
origin for a concern with status? This
seems eminently plausible and there are
a number of significant attempts to ob-
tain this. Nevertheless, it seems that the
definitive treatment of this phenomenon
has also not yet been provided.

8 There is not yet much detailed evidence on
how genes affect human behavior. Jonathan
Weiner (1999) describes Seymour Benzer’s path-
breaking experiments on the genetic basis of fruit
fly behavior. Although we are obviously more com-
plex, it is sobering that many of the Drosophila
genes whose functions were identified have
human counterparts.

9 Daniel Dennett (1987) discusses why an un-
derstanding of the evolutionary “aim” of behavior
is more readily attainable than an understanding
of its proximate causes.

10 Randolph Nesse and George Williams (1996)
argue persuasively that an organism that was pre-
dominantly “happy” might not be motivated in an
evolutionarily appropriate way. In particular, they
suggest possible evolutionary functions for various
symptoms of disease.
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Finally, the evolution of two other
key characteristics of human beings—
intelligence and longevity—will be
briefly considered. The ecological intel-
ligence hypothesis is that intelligence
arose from dealing with the nonhuman
environment. A specific variant of this
will be discussed—that the economics
of hunting and gathering drove the si-
multaneous exaggeration of human in-
telligence and longevity. Not only did
economically relevant characteristics of
human beings thus evolve biologically,
but primitive economic systems may
also have provided the impetus.

The social intelligence hypothesis is
that intelligence evolved from the need
to deal with fellow beings. Relative ra-
tionality may matter in strategic interac-
tions, so an arms race and runaway se-
lection could ensue. Another aspect of
the social intelligence hypothesis is the
“theory of mind,” which concerns the
ability of individuals to “put themselves
in one another’s shoes.” There is evi-
dence that humans evolved such a
specific intellectual capacity, as is fun-
damental to the notion of Nash equilib-
rium, and the rationale for this will be
discussed.11

2. Biology of Preferences

The first and larger part of the pres-
ent paper is an examination of the bio-
logical basis of preferences or utility
functions. The working hypothesis here
is that the simple choices involved are
made rationally. When the biological
basis of rationality itself is considered
in the next section, the choices involved
may be endogenously more complex. 

2.1 Why Did Utility Functions Arise? 
Is Utility Hedonic?

Although the cardinality of utility is
not a theoretical necessity, this section
considers evidence that utility actually
has emotional or hedonic content. Fur-
ther, it will be argued that the evolu-
tionary rationale for utility is to deal
with novelty and complexity, and it will
be shown how utility may be advanta-
geously defined over goods that are
only intermediate from a biological
viewpoint.

The term “utility” is not popular in
biology. Usually, direct appeal is made
to the evolutionary optimality of behav-
ior itself without intermediation by
preferences. An exception is foraging
theory, concerning how animals search
for food, which was inspired by eco-
nomics. (David Stephens and John
Krebs 1986 is a textbook treatment of
this theory.) For example, a key result
of foraging theory, from Eric Charnov
(1976), is the “marginal value theorem.”
Suppose that an animal forages over
patches of a number of different types
of food. Time spent searching for a new
patch is costly and, furthermore, a
searching animal encounters patches of
each type of food at differing rates, re-
flecting the prevalence of that type.
Types of food generate differing con-
cave “utility functions” reflecting the
net energy gain as a function of the
time spent in each patch. Maximization
of the overall rate of energy gain is then
achieved by quitting each patch when
its marginal utility equals the optimal
overall rate of gain. This optimal overall
rate of gain thus acts as a shadow price
guiding the residence time in each
patch.12

11 The ecological intelligence and the social in-
telligence alternatives need not be mutually exclu-
sive. Perhaps an ecological niche for highly skilled
and coordinated hunting of large game on the Af-
rican savanna happened to be filled by early hu-
mans. This would have created pressure for
greater intelligence directly, but also provided an
opportunity for the social intelligence mechanism.

12 Hillard Kaplan and Kim Hill (1992) apply for-
aging theory to modern human hunter-gatherers.
They emphasize a “prey choice” model, but also
consider the patch residence model.
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A criticism of foraging theory is that
the informational requirements seem
excessive. In the patch model, for exam-
ple, how could the animals know the
optimal overall rate of energy gain?
John McNamara and Alasdair Houston
(1985) consider this issue from a
theoretical viewpoint. Although animals
do not know the optimal rate of gain
initially, there exists a simple rule of
thumb that learns this rate and is
optimal on average in the long run.

Indeed, animals do seem to apply
such rules of thumb in some situations
calling for learning. For example,
Krebs, Alex Kacelnik, and Peter Taylor
(1978) present a two-armed bandit ex-
periment in which “great tits” chose be-
tween Bernoulli distributions with un-
known probabilities of success. These
birds were willing to sacrifice a higher
expected payoff in the short run to gain
information, as is qualitatively optimal
in a bandit problem, and came within 5
percent of the theoretical maximum
payoff. Attaining this maximum payoff
exactly often requires a strategy of
daunting complexity.

What is argued for the present pur-
pose is that the approach of forag-
ing theory should be reversed: Not only
can foraging theory be formulated in
terms of an implicit utility function, but
such problems could explain the evolu-
tionary origin of an hedonic utility
function.13

Consumption of food is a good place
to start, since this generates fundamen-
tal choices faced by all animals. Fur-
ther, an hedonic interpretation of utility

is natural here and the pleasure human
beings derive from food need not have
changed much for a long time. Many of
the specific “reward centers” in evolu-
tionarily ancient structures of the brain
also serve to stimulate complex volun-
tary behavior such as feeding and drink-
ing. In particular, feeding behavior is
mediated by the hypothalamus: Electri-
cal stimulation of one part of the hypo-
thalamus induces feeding, while that of
another suppresses it.14

The “somatic marker” hypothesis of
Antonio Damasio (1994) builds on such
observations to further describe how
emotions are intrinsic to rational deci-
sion making. The frontal lobes evaluate
options by referring to emotions that
were associated with relevant previous
experiences by the limbic system. Evi-
dence concerning this comes from ex-
periments carried out by Antoine
Bechara, Hanna Damasio, Daniel Tra-
nel, and Antonio Damasio (1997). Indi-
viduals had to choose from four decks
of cards. Two of these decks produced
small gains or occasional moderate
losses; the other two produced some-
what larger gains but occasional very
large losses. The first two decks pro-
duced significant expected gains; the
second two significant expected losses.
Neurologically intact individuals begin
to choose from the first pair before be-
coming conscious of the basis for this
choice. At this point, their skin conduc-
tance responses proved they had an un-
conscious and perhaps emotional bias
against the second pair. Individuals
with damage to the “ventromedial pre-
frontal cortex,” on the other hand,
showed no such skin conductance re-
sponse and continued to choose from
the second pair even after becoming

13 On psychological grounds, Daniel Kahneman,
Peter Wakker, and Rakesh Sarin (1997) also advo-
cate a return to the cardinal interpretation of util-
ity due to Jeremy Bentham (1791). Bentham’s
pleasure-pain calculus was, in part, a psychological
theory independent of his better-known welfare
criterion. However, Kahneman, Wakker, and Sarin
distinguish hedonic or “experienced” utility from
the “decision utility” guiding choices.

14 See Roger Carpenter (1996, pp. 172–75) and
Kandel, Schwartz, and Jessell (1991, ch. 48).
Michel Cabanac (1971, 1979) proposes that the
biological role of pleasure or pain is motivation.
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conscious of the logical case against
them. It seems that the emotional re-
sponse is not only sufficient but also
necessary for correct choice, at least in
such situations.15

To consider an evolutionary rationale
for a utility function derived from emo-
tional reward and penalty, Robson
(1999a) presents a model where indi-
viduals must respond appropriately to
novel choice situations. There is a two-
armed bandit problem where the distri-
butions on the arms are originally un-
known. The overall time horizon is
finite, but there is a large number of
repetitions. Each outcome from the
gamble on each arm is a rate of con-
sumption, and each such consumption
rate entails a particular arrival rate of
offspring according to a biological util-
ity function. There exists a simple rule
of thumb using this function that maxi-
mizes overall expected offspring. An he-
donic von Neumann-Morgenstern util-
ity function, together with a little
additional structure, is then sufficient
for evolutionary success. On the other
hand, given any rule ensuring adapta-
tion to such novelty, this utility function
is necessary in a revealed preference
sense.

Instead of having a utility function
defined over consumption rates, why
could an individual not simply observe
the actual offspring produced by choice
of each arm as a guide to subsequent
behavior? After all, consumption is only
an intermediate good from a biological
point of view; offspring are the final
good. One answer is that there is an in-
evitable small sample problem here,
since each individual produces only a
small number of offspring. Consider, in-
deed, a hypothetical type of individual

that relies on offspring produced to
evaluate each arm. Such a type must
make mistakes with positive probability,
since individual experience is limited.
However, the procedure based on en-
coding consumption rates reduces or
eliminates such mistakes and so is evo-
lutionarily superior. The appropriate
utility function then essentially substi-
tutes the experience of a large number
of individuals for that of a single
individual.

The above account, by considering
a large number of repetitions, de-
emphasizes the role of complexity, in
the interests of tractability. Consider,
instead, an analogy to the chess-playing
program “Deep Blue.” Given the com-
plexity of chess, such a program can
consider all combinations of choices for
only a relatively small number of moves
ahead. It then must assign scores to
each player based on the pieces left and
a summary measure of the position. The
score for each piece and positional
characteristic might be a multiple re-
gression coefficient, obtained from
analysis of many complete games and
reflecting then the contribution to the
overall probability of winning; the total
score is analogous to a utility function.
This analogy also helps explain why util-
ity could be defined over goods that are
intermediate from a biological point of
view.16

15 Damasio’s theory is outlined by Gazzaniga,
Ivry, and Mangun (1998, pp. 449–53). Note the
contrast with Robert Frank (1988), who suggests
that emotions are precommitment devices.

16 The following simpler example illustrates a
different sense in which a utility function could
help address complexity. Suppose there are N pos-
sible consumption bundles, strictly ranked in
terms of fitness, which are presented in pairs to an
individual. One method of choosing appropriately
is to specify the optimal choice for each such pair.
If the cost of each such specification is d > 0, the
total cost of this method is then dN(N − 1)/2, since
the number of pairs is N(N − 1)/2. A second
method involves first assigning utilities based on
fitness to each consumption bundle. Suppose the
cost of each such assignment is c > 0. This second
method would then choose the bundle from each
pair having the higher utility. Suppose this requires
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A vivid way of describing the issue
here is as a principal-agent problem
where nature is the principal and the
individual is the agent. (Kenneth Bin-
more 1994, pp. 151–52 introduces this
metaphor. See also Dennett 1987, pp.
422–27.) The principal here has re-
markable control over the agent—the
possibilities include direct prescrip-
tion of actions and formulation of utili-
ties over outcomes for the agent.17 The
latter option may be optimal when
there are contingencies unforeseen by
nature and/or when choice must be
guided by intermediate outcomes with
a complex relationship to the final
outcomes.

Other work bearing on the evolution
of utility includes Yew-Kwang Ng
(1996), who also defines rationality as
flexible maximizing behavior driven by
reward and penalty, rather than as auto-
matic hard-wired responses. He argues
that such rational behavior may be fa-
vored, in an arms race fashion, in envi-
ronments that are complex due to the
presence of such rational species. In
situations requiring learning, Dan Co-
hen and Aviv Bergman (1997) propose a
biological role for utility to generate ap-
propriate “reinforcement” from the
consequences of actions bearing on fit-
ness. They also stress that utility pro-
vides motivation in intermediate states
that have a complex relationship to final
outcomes.

2.1.1 The Adaptive Nature of Hedonic
Utility

There is a large literature in econom-
ics on preferences that adapt to experi-
ence in an automatic sense, and there
is evidence supporting such an ap-
proach.18 On the other hand, such adap-
tation seems to raise awkward questions
if utility is hedonic and hence cardinal.
This may help explain why cardinal util-
ity fell out of favor in economics, even
if the conceptual difficulty of aggregat-
ing such measures of individual welfare
was a more important reason. For exam-
ple, Shane Frederick and George
Loewenstein (1999) discuss how intense
pleasure derives from winning a lottery,
but declines quickly to a level only
slightly above that of a control group.
At first blush, such effects seem to com-
promise the conventional successful
theory of the consumer.

Adaptation is also of central signifi-
cance in psychology.19 For example,
David Zeaman (1949) trained rats to
run for a goal with a small reward. Sud-
denly this was replaced by a large re-
ward. The animals ran faster than if the

extra computational capacity at an additional fixed
cost of C ≥ 0. The total cost of the second method
is then C + cN. For large enough N, constructing
utility is preferred; the underlying reason being
that this takes advantage of the transitivity of the
fitness criterion.

17 If resource limitations are ignored, nature’s
objective might be the exponential growth rate of
a type. When, more realistically, resources impose
ceilings on populations, the criterion might be
the long run number of a type. Such more real-
istic scenarios imply that modelling attention
should be paid to the interaction between differ-
ent species.

18 “Automatic adaptation” is meant to contrast
with rational Bayesian learning. Becker and Kevin
Murphy (1988), also by contrast, present a model
of rational addiction in which habit formation is
optimal under stable “meta-preferences.” A few
papers serve as illustrations of automatic adapta-
tion. Robert Pollak (1970) considers systems of de-
mand functions that yield differing short-run and
long-run behavior and represent an exogenous
tendency to habit formation. George Constan-
tinides (1990) resolves the “equity premium puz-
zle” with a similar model of habit formation. Ra-
jeeva Karandikar, Dilip Mookherjee, Debraj Ray,
and Fernando Vega-Redondo (1998) invoke en-
dogenous aspiration levels to explain cooperation
in the prisoner’s dilemma.

19 Margaret Matlin (1988) illustrates the perva-
siveness of adaptation of sensation and perception.
“Habituation” is a fundamental property of neural
circuits—the magnitude of the reaction to an in-
nocuous stimulus declines when the stimulus is re-
peated. It can be seen as a simple form of learn-
ing. See Kandel, Schwartz, and Jessell (1991,
chapter 65).
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large reward had been used all along.
Similarly, animals that were switched
from a large reward to a small reward
ran more slowly than if the small
reward had been used all along.20

Léon Tremblay and Wolfram Schultz
(1999) present direct neurological evi-
dence of the relative nature of prefer-
ence. (See also Masataka Watanabe 1999.)
They examine, in particular, the firing
of neurons in the “orbitofrontal cortex”
of monkeys. Suppose that preferences
over three rewards are A � B � C.
These rewards are presented in pairs
and signals are associated with each re-
ward. If B and C are involved, the sig-
nal associated with B causes many of
these neurons to be more active than
does the signal associated with C. If A
and B are involved, A induces similar
neurological activity to B in the first
choice situation and B has a similar ef-
fect to C. That is, this neural activity is
not tied to the rewards themselves, but
is tied to whichever is the better of the
two options.

Consider how adaptation of hedonic
utility may be biologically advanta-
geous, and how the behavior induced
may differ to only a limited extent from
that in the usual economic model. The
issue is analogous to the use of a volt-
meter. To obtain an accurate reading
from such a device, it is necessary to
first estimate the range in which the un-
known voltage falls. If the range is set
too high, the needle will not move; if
the range is set too low, the needle will
jump to the top. Only if the range is
chosen so that the needle moves to

some intermediate position can an accu-
rate reading be established. The under-
lying reason is that real measuring in-
struments have limited “sensitivity,”
although this is higher for more expen-
sive instruments. Similarly, perceptions
by biological organisms must also have
limited discriminatory power, although
this power can perhaps be increased at
a biological cost. Consider, then, the
following model in which hedonic
utility derives from the position of
consumption in a finite grid.

EXAMPLE 1. An individual must make a
choice between two alternatives, repre-
sented as nonnegative numbers drawn
independently according to the same
continuous cumulative distribution func-
tion F. The individual chooses after the
draws are made, but can only distinguish
whether each realization is above or be-
low some threshold value, c, say. These
two draws are experienced as hedonic
utility, with such utility being either just
“high” or “low.” If both draws have high
utility or both have low utility, choice is
made randomly, with each possibility
having probability 1/2. Incorrect choices
can then be made when both draws lie
on the same side of c. What is the value
of c that minimizes the overall probability
of error? The probability of error is
(1/2)Pr{x1,x2 ≤ c} + (1/2)Pr{x1,x2 > c} =
(1/2)(F(c))2 + (1/2)(1 − F(c))2, which is
minimized by choosing F(c) = 1/2, that is,
by choosing c as any median of the distri-
bution given by F. That is, it is optimal
for utility to adapt to the distribution F.21

More generally, suppose the organ-
ism has N threshold values, given by
c1 < c2 < … < cN. The probability of error
is now (1/2)(F(c1))2 + (1/2)(F(c2) − F(c1))2 +

20 This might result from a nonseparable in-
tertemporal utility function where past consump-
tion affects the marginal utility of present con-
sumption, as in the model of habit formation due
to Pollak (1970), for example. It might not be easy
to empirically distinguish any of the previous mod-
els of automatic adaptation from the present ap-
proach; rather, the intention here is to sketch a
biological justification for a unified and parsimoni-
ous theory accounting for the same observations.

21 Although the probability of error criterion is
simple to discuss, a more appropriate criterion
might be expected fitness. If outcomes are fit-
nesses, and there is a single threshold, c, it follows
that expected fitness is maximized by setting
c = EF(x).
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... + (1/2)(F(cN) − F(cN − 1))2 + (1/2)(1 −
F(cN))2 and optimal values of c1 satisfy
F(ci) = i/(N + 1), i = 1, ... , N. Suppose that
there is also a component of cost that
depends on N and that N is then chosen
to minimize the total of the cost arising
from the probability of error and the
complexity cost. Consider the limit as
the cost of complexity tends to zero.
Although the utility function remains
relative rather than absolute even in
this limit, the optimal number of
threshold levels tends to infinity and
the probability of error tends to zero.

The usual model of absolute (but or-
dinal) utility approximates this model of
relative (but hedonic and cardinal) util-
ity; the lower the cost of discrimination,
the better the approximation. Indeed,
loosely speaking, evolution faces a
problem of the usual economic form
where fitness replaces utility; the only
“wrinkle” is the cost of discrimination.

2.2 Time Preference

In a key paper, Alan Rogers (1994) out-
lines a biological model for the formation
of standard economic time preference.
Each individual has a varying rate of fer-
tility over the lifespan and consumption
influences the probability of survival
from one instant to the next. The possi-
bility of giving wealth to one’s offspring
is a key aspect of the model. Although
these offspring may be more fertile,
they are only half relatives under sexual
reproduction. This is a reason to prefer
oneself when young to one’s offspring
when one is old, a source of impatience.
With zero population growth, this im-
plies a rate of time preference of ln 2
per generation, or about 2 percent a
year, an empirically plausible value.22

A puzzle concerning actual time pref-
erence is that it seems to involve “hy-
perbolic discounting,” where the dis-
count rate declines with time into the
future. (Empirical evidence for such dis-
counting is summarized by Loewenstein
and Drazen Prelec 1992.) A preference
for an earlier reward over a later reward
might be reversed if both rewards are
pushed further into the future, but the
time difference between them is fixed.
David Laibson (1997) notes that this time
inconsistency creates a motive for con-
sumers to constrain future choices. If con-
sumers have access to an asset for which
a decision to sell must precede receipt
of the proceeds, consumption will track
income, as is often observed. Financial
market innovation may reduce welfare
by reducing the precommitment value
of the asset.23

It seems plausible that hyperbolic
discounting has a biological basis.
Melissa Bateson and Kacelnik (1996),
for example, argue that hyperbolic dis-
counting would arise if individuals act
erroneously as if gambles could be re-
taken. An outline of the argument is as
follows. Suppose each gamble i = 1, ... ,
I, say, is characterized by a stochastic
reward A

~
i and a non-stochastic delay,

di, to obtain this reward. Suppose there
is also a non-stochastic time, r, between
repetitions that is the same for all gam-
bles. The average reward per unit
time for gamble i = 1, ... , I, is then
A
~

i / (r + di). If each such gamble could

22 Becker and Casey Mulligan (1997) also pre-
sent a model in which time preference is endoge-
nous. However, time preference is modified in a
rational way in the light of deep preferences and is
not the product of natural selection.

23 Robert Strotz (1956) first considered non-
exponential discounting in economics. He claimed
that individuals following consistent plans would
nevertheless act in a way that is consistent with a
suitable exponentially discounted criterion. Strotz’s
exact proof was shown to be incorrect by Pollak
(1968). The work of Douglas Bernheim and Ray
(1987) suggested that savings could be discontinu-
ous under non-exponential discounting when they
would be continuous under exponential discounting.
Stephen Morris and Andrew Postlewaite (1997)
provide an example of this, so showing that the two
regimes can be sharply distinguished observationally.
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be retaken infinitely often, and impa-
tience is ignored, the best gamble maxi-
mizes the long run average reward
E(A~i) / r + di), over i = 1, ... , I. If choice
between one-time gambles were based
on this erroneous perception, that is,
hyperbolic discounting would arise.

Without such error, however, evolu-
tionary models typically induce time
consistency. Inconsistency can arise
here because preferences are relative to
the present; as the present varies, re-
versals can then occur. Biological opti-
mality would militate against such a
construction: If some choice is biologi-
cally preferred over another initially,
preferences should be such that it re-
mains preferred always.24 Indeed, it
might be that discount rates for ex-
pected offspring that are constant over
time support the optimal choice, to this
extent mimicking the standard eco-
nomic criterion for evaluating intertem-
poral consumption. This is shown by
means of the following example.

EXAMPLE 2. Consider an animal which
lives for exactly 3 periods, where the ex-
pected offspring produced by an individ-
ual of age d is md > 0, d = 1,2,3. If the
age-structured population vector at date t
is nt = (nt

1,nt
2,nt

3), and this population is
large, then nt+1 = ntL, t = 0,1, … , where L
is the “Leslie matrix”

L = 







m1

m2

m3

    
1
0
0

    
0
1
0







 .

Hence nt = n0Lt and the growth rate of
population converges to the dominant
eigenvalue (“Frobenius root”) of L. The
characteristic equation of L can be written

as 1 = m1

λ
 + m2

λ2  + m3

λ3 , where the unique posi-
tive root of this is the dominant eigen-
value. (See Brian Charlesworth 1980,
Chapter 1.)

Suppose a particular type, having
(m1

∗,m2
∗,m3

∗) as its profile of expected off-
spring, has a dominant eigenvalue λ∗,
larger than that of any other feasible
type. Such a particular type would then
be favored by natural selection, over
these other types. Appropriate choices
between this optimal type and any other
are then supported by the criterion of
the present value of expected offspring,
using discount rate λ∗.

That is, consider choice between the
optimal type and another feasible type
with expected offspring profile (m1,m2,m3)
and dominant eigenvector λ < λ∗. Since
the right hand side of the characteristic
equation is strictly decreasing in λ, it
follows that

1 = 
m1

∗

λ∗
 + 

m2
∗

λ∗2
 + 

m3
∗

λ∗3
 

= 
m1

λ
 + 

m2

λ2
 + 

m3

λ3
 > 

m1

λ∗
 + 

m2

λ∗2
 + 

m3

λ∗3
,

as asserted.

This argument relates the rate of
time preference supporting the optimal
choice to the asymptotic growth rate of
population, λ∗. If λ∗ > 1, it is biologically
preferable to have offspring sooner
rather than later, since these offspring
then represent a larger fraction of the
population. Alternatively, if λ∗ < 1, it is
preferable to delay the production of
these offspring, for the same reason. In
general, population growth (or decline)
is only one of the biological factors in-
fluencing time preference. Further, un-
less current expected offspring is a
function only of current consumption,
for example, the relationship between
present discounted value of expected
offspring and the consumption stream
need not be straightforward.

24 Michael Waldman (1994) argues that the first
best under sexual reproduction may not be at-
tained. He suggests this may be why normal indi-
viduals systematically overestimate their abilities;
conceivably this could also help explain time in-
consistency.
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Ronald Balvers and Arnab Acharya
(1997) discuss the economic implica-
tions of expected lifetime maximization.
Such a criterion would be appropriate
with a constant rate of expected off-
spring production over each individual’s
lifetime and zero population growth.
Their model also serves to illustrate
how consumption in the economic
sense could be linked to biological suc-
cess. Suppose there is a “hazard rate”
for death at each point in time as a
function of the consumption profile. Al-
though time consistency still holds, the
consumption discount rates are now
endogenous and may vary over time.

Finally, consider the biological effi-
ciency grounds for low time preference
in the modern context of a growth
model. Ingemar Hansson and Charles
Stuart (1990) consider a neoclassical
model of growth with a single type of
endogenously produced labor but a ca-
pacity constraint on overall population.
They consider competing “clans,” which
may differ in savings behavior. The evo-
lutionary outcome is that investment in
capital is governed by the unmodified
golden rule so that the underlying pref-
erences selected embody a zero rate of
time preference.

Robson and Myrna Wooders (1997)
also consider a biologically inspired
growth model where labor and capital
both have various types. The growth
rate of each type of labor depends on
the per capita income of that type. If
the balanced growth rate of society is
maximized, income must be distributed
in accordance with marginal product
pricing, again implying a zero rate of
time preference.25

2.3 Attitudes to Risk

What implications are there of biol-
ogy for attitudes to risk? Edi Karni and
David Schmeidler (1986) present an
evolutionary rationale for the expected
utility theorem. They consider a multi-
period model of wealth accumulation in
which an individual chooses a gamble in
each period, dying if his wealth be-
comes non-positive. The probability of
survival to the end is the maximand. Al-
though the dynamic programming value
function also reflects characteristics of
the gambles taken, it inherits linearity
in probabilities from this maximand.

William Cooper (1987) considers,
more fundamentally, the criterion of ex-
pected offspring. There is both aggre-
gate (correlated) risk stemming from
the environment and idiosyncratic (in-
dependent) risk, but there exists a type
that maximizes expected offspring in
every environment. Although he carries
out a detailed verification of the Savage
axioms in this biological setting, the
desired conclusion is essentially then
a consequence of the law of large
numbers.

Robson (1996a) considers the ex-
pected offspring criterion further, uti-
lizing a model of branching processes in
which extinction is possible and the
population may start “small.” When risk
is idiosyncratic, the type that has maxi-
mal expected offspring would be se-
lected, conditional on non-extinction of
the entire population. This is intuitively
clear for a “large” population, where
the growth rate of each type is the ex-
pected offspring of an individual, by the
law of large numbers.

This translates into the expected utility
theorem. Suppose there is a number of
types, where each type is characterized

25 Alan Grafen (1998) presents a related growth
model. There is a single output, but a number of
different types of labor. Each type of labor always
has the income implied by marginal product pric-
ing and allocates this over the various types of off-
spring. Grafen shows that the population genetic
equilibrium coincides with a suitable conventional

economic equilibrium. The focus here is not on
time preference but on how utility should be de-
fined over types of offspring.
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by a particular simple gamble over com-
modities. Suppose that qk

i  is the prob-
ability that bundle xk

i  is obtained in the
gamble taken by type i and these gam-
bles are independent over all individu-
als. Consumption bundle x induces ex-
pected offspring given by ψ(x), for all
types. The type i is then selected that
maximizes overall expected offspring:
Σk qk

i ψ(xk
i ). The attitudes to risk stemming

from the concavity and convexity proper-
ties of this von Neumann-Morgenstern
utility function, ψ, are now biological in
origin.

It is not automatic, however, that
natural selection will produce prefer-
ences of the conventional independent
kind. With both aggregate and idiosyn-
cratic risk, the appropriate criterion is
as follows. Suppose each type of indi-
vidual is characterized by some eco-
nomic gamble as follows. The environ-
ment ξ (“aggregate risk”) has realization
ξs with probability πs. In each environ-
ment, each type of individual faces an
independent gamble (“idiosyncratic
risk”) over commodity bundles. Sup-
pose that qk

i,s is the probability that bun-
dle xk

i,s is attained in environment ξs by
type i. Any commodity bundle x induces
the same expected offspring, ψ(x), for all
types, so the expected offspring of type
i conditional on environment s is then
Σk qk

i,sψ(xk
i,s). It can be shown that  an ap-

propriate biological growth rate for type i
is now the expectation over the environ-
ments of the logarithm of expected off-
spring in each environment.26 This yields
the following economic criterion:

∑πs

s
 ln



∑qk

i,s

k
ψ(xk

i,s)



 .

The evaluation of risk here depends on
how the risk affects others: A gamble

that is idiosyncratic is strictly preferred
to one that is aggregate, even if the two
distributions are identical.

In the presence of aggregate risk,
such a criterion implies it may be bio-
logically advantageous to induce idio-
syncratic gambling. Cooper and Robert
Kaplan (1982) discuss the following ex-
ample. Suppose that winters can either
be snowy or clear, each with probability
1/2. Animals whose fur changes to white
in the fall do well in white winters and
badly in clear winters. Animals whose
fur remains dark are in precisely the re-
verse situation, so either pure type does
equally well overall. However, a new
type that randomizes 50–50 each fall
does strictly better than either pure
type. To see why this is true, consider
the extreme case in which white ani-
mals die for sure in clear winters and
live for sure in snowy winters and dark
animals face precisely the reverse situ-
ation. Either pure type is then doomed
to eventual extinction. On the other
hand, given a large number of the type
that randomizes 50–50, half its mem-
bers always survive the winter.

Theodore Bergstrom (1997) develops
this argument further, using a model in
which squirrels save nuts for the winter.
Gathering nuts incurs a fitness cost,
winters have stochastic length, and too
little food saved means death. Suppose
there is a very small probability of a
very severe winter. Any pure type that
fails to save enough to cover this is
doomed to certain eventual extinction.
Surely, however, it is not optimal for
the entire species to be held hostage to
such a remote possibility? Consider the
following example.

EXAMPLE 3. Suppose that long winters
occur with probability α and short win-
ters with probability 1 − α. Type L squir-
rels store enough for a long winter, but
type S squirrels store only enough for a

26 John Gillespie (1991) discusses selection in a
fluctuating environment with more realistic mod-
els of genetic inheritance than the asexual or hap-
loid model used here.
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short winter. Suppose the probability of
survival while gathering nuts in the fall is
1/2 for type L, but is 3/4 for type S, since
fewer nuts need be gathered. Clearly
then, no matter how small α > 0 might
be, type S is doomed, since it cannot
survive the first long winter.

Consider a new type where each mem-
ber randomizes—it stores enough for a
long winter with probability π, but only
enough for a short winter with probability
1 − π. The growth rate of this type is then
αln(π/2) + (1 − α)ln(π/2 + (3/4)(1 − π)). The
choice of π which maximizes this rate is
3α, as long as 3α � 1. The optimal type
then saves enough to cover the unlikely
event of an extreme winter with only a
correspondingly small probability, but
always avoids complete extinction.

The approaches discussed so far ob-
tain risk-aversion from the concavity of
a biological production function. Juan
Reboreda and Kacelnik (1991) present
an ingenious alternative theory, based
on Weber’s law, which predicts both
risk-aversion with respect to quantity
and risk-preference with respect to
time delay.27 The following example is
simple but revealing.

EXAMPLE 4. Consider an individual
with a choice between a certain reward
of 2 and a gamble with mean 2 that
yields 0 or 4, each with probability 1/2.
Suppose 2 is stored in memory as the
uniform distribution on [1,3]. In line
with Weber’s law, which is that percep-
tion is of relative rather than absolute ef-
fects, 0 is remembered accurately (as a
degenerate case, to simplify matters) and
4 as the uniform distribution on [2,6].
The gamble is remembered with a distri-
bution function that is the average of the
distribution functions for the two out-

comes. The individual now makes a draw
for each option and chooses accordingly.
The probability is then greater than 1/2
that the draw for the certain option ex-
ceeds the draw for the gamble. The ani-
mal is then risk-averse in the sense of
choosing the certain reward more often
than the gamble. For stochastic delay, a
similar argument entails risk-preference
in the same sense.

Finally, it is worth noting that there
are tantalizing puzzles with respect to
attitudes to risk that do not seem to
have been addressed from an evolution-
ary viewpoint. One of these is the Allais
paradox, the significance of which may
be enhanced since it also occurs in ex-
periments on animals. (A key reference
from the huge economics literature on
the Allais paradox is Mark Machina
1982.) Raymond Battalio, John Kagel,
and Don MacDonald (1985) show, for
example, that while rats are risk-averse
and have transitive preferences over
pairs of gambles, they do not seem to
maximize expected utility and are
subject to Allais-type paradoxes.28

2.4 Preferences for Status

One direct implication of biology that
many economists would accept is altruism
among close relatives.29 This topic is
not addressed here since it is treated by
Bergstrom (1996), in an admirable sur-
vey of family economic interactions from
a biological perspective. Consider instead
another salient example of interdependent
preferences, a concern with status.

27 Kacelnik and Bateson (1996), who survey the
empirical and theoretical biological literature on
foraging under risk, also summarize this theory.

28 A treatise on animal behavior under experi-
mentally induced risk is Kagel, Battalio, and
Leonard Green (1995), who argue persuasively in
favor of an optimization approach to animal behav-
ior to replace the ad hoc matching laws once fa-
vored in psychology.

29 A key concept here is “Hamilton’s rule.” (See
William Hamilton 1964.) Bergstrom (1995) dem-
onstrates this rule must be modified to cover gen-
eral games.
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Indeed, how could modern preferences
over luxuries have an evolutionary basis
when such commodities are completely
novel in evolutionary terms? One possi-
bility is that such goods enhance social
standing, or status, and that a concern
with this is evolutionarily “hard-wired.”
After all, even food is an intermediate
good from a biological viewpoint. Evo-
lution may have utilized status as a
more indirect but still informative sig-
nal of fitness. (Frank 1985 argues viv-
idly in favor of including status as an
argument of utility.)

For an empirical argument in favor of
considering status, consider the model
of Milton Friedman and Leonard Sav-
age (1948). Although a casual reading
suggests they took status as an argu-
ment of von Neumann Morgenstern
utility, the formal model they present
does not do this, raising problems rec-
onciling the model with observation.
(Some such problems were raised by
Harry Markowitz 1952. One of these is
that the Friedman-Savage model im-
plies that individuals of middle income
will take large symmetric gambles.) The
implications for attitudes to risk of in-
cluding status in utility are derived in
Robson (1992). For example, in con-
trast to the Friedman-Savage model, a
scaling up of all wealth levels may now
scale up the lotteries that would be
taken. Further, in contrast to Friedman
(1953), a distribution of wealth that is
stable (in the sense that no fair gambles
are taken) need not lack a middle class.

Paul Rubin and Chris Paul (1979)
sketch a biological basis for gambling
behavior. In their model, young and
poor males tend to be risk preferring
since they have nothing to lose but much
to gain by crossing a wealth threshold.
Robson (1996b) generalizes and formal-
izes this in a model of polygyny where a
female chooses a male on the basis of
her share in his wealth. Eddie Dekel

and Suzanne Scotchmer (1999) present
a winner-take-all game among males in
which the prize is reproductive success.
The last two models induce gambling
based explicitly on a concern with relative
wealth among males.30

Harold Cole, Mailath, and Postle-
waite (1992) present a model in which a
concern with status arises from assorta-
tive mating, where this is not a market
outcome in the usual economic sense.
They interpret this concern as a re-
duced form phenomenon. That is, basic
preferences retain their conventional
selfish form, but greater relative in-
come means greater utility, given the
marriage market equilibrium. They use
this model to consider economic growth,
deriving, for example, the effect of status
on the evolution of the wealth distri-
bution. (See also Steven Landsburg
1995, and Cole, Mailath, and Postle-
waite 1995.) Postlewaite (1998) further
argues in favor of this reduced form ap-
proach, although he does not doubt that
evolution may have hard-wired a con-
cern for status. Indeed, the Cole,
Mailath and Postlewaite model lends
itself well to biological reinterpretation.

Alberto Bisin and Thierry Verdier
(1998) consider a different basis for an
interest in status—a wish by parents
that offspring share their utility func-
tions. If there are two types of individu-
als in a population—those who care
about status and those who do not—nei-
ther pure state is dynamically stable,
but there may be a unique stable mix-
ture involving both types. Such a wish
for offspring to share one’s preferences
is inherently plausible, but it allows
rather arbitrary characteristics to be
transmitted. It would also be interesting to
derive such a motive from evolutionary
considerations.

30 Such simple models seem to exaggerate the
difference in risk-aversion between the sexes.
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The evolution of attitudes to risk is
an unexpected source of an interest in
status. This can be illustrated with a
version of the example due to Cooper
and Robert Kaplan (1982), introduced
in the previous subsection.

EXAMPLE 5. The probability of a snowy
winter is p ∈ (0,1/2) and that of a clear
winter is 1 − p ∈ (1/2,1). Animals that
turn white in the fall are certain to sur-
vive white winters and certain to die in
clear winters; those remaining dark have
the reverse prospects. Consider a coin-
flipping type that chooses a white coat
with probability π and a dark coat with
probability 1 − π. Allowing for both the
aggregate environmental and induced idi-
osyncratic risk, the growth rate for this
type is then plnπ + (1 − p)ln(1 − π), which
is maximized at π = p.

Cooper and Kaplan imply that indi-
viduals who end up choosing a white
coat here must then be “coin-flipping
altruistic.” That is, on a purely selfish
basis, they would be tempted to switch
after the coin flip since the probability
of the circumstance favorable to them is
less than with a dark coat. However,
Grafen (1999) shows that the correct
notion of “reproductive value” implies
all individuals here do equally well.
This notion derives from the expected
fraction of the population.31 Suppose
the population is a continuum of size 1,
for simplicity, and consider a small
mass, ε, of individuals who choose a
white coat. With probability p, these
represent ε/π of the population; other-
wise they are dead, so the expected
population fraction is ε, given π = p.
Similarly, if these individuals instead
chose a dark coat they would attain the
same expected population fraction of ε.

Interpreted from an economic view-
point, the conceptual difficulty Cooper
and Kaplan encountered arose because
selfish preferences are inadequate to
describe choice here. The difficulty can
be resolved with interdependent prefer-
ences. As the above example suggests,
these have an “expected relative utility”
form, for a suitable “selfish” utility
function. (See Philip Curry 1999.)

The present paper adopts the hy-
pothesis that preferences derived origi-
nally from decision-theoretic problems.
An alternative more general hypothesis
is that preferences arose in strategic
situations, which may shed light on the
formation of interdependent prefer-
ences. Werner Güth and Menahem
Yaari (1992) and Helmut Bester and
Güth (1998) discuss how preferences
might evolve to be unselfish and
thereby generate non-Nash behavior in
games. The key assumption is that each
player’s type is perfectly “transparent”
to his opponents. Under this assump-
tion, choice of type or preferences will
be influenced by the effect these have
on an opponent’s behavior.

Chaim Fershtman and Yoram Weiss
(1998) present a model that generates a
concern for status, in particular. There
are externalities, the effect of which can
be offset by this interest in social stand-
ing. Although individuals interact in
pairs, their choices have spillover ef-
fects on everyone. If types are transpar-
ent, an opponent’s equilibrium choice
can be affected by a preference for
status, so that such preferences can pay
in purely selfish terms.

What if types are not transparent, as
seems plausible? Consider a Nash equi-
librium in any game in which all players
use fitness payoffs. Would it pay in
terms of fitness to deviate to a new set
of preferences if these new preferences
were not announced to other players?
Clearly not. Jeffrey Ely and Okan

31 McNamara (1995) previously showed that the
optimal distribution of types in such a model can
be induced as a Nash equilibrium, essentially by
using reproductive value as defined by Grafen.
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Yilankaya (2000) make a similar point
under the assumption that although
type is not transparent, players know
the distribution of preferences in the
population. Given an arbitrary profile of
preferences, a Bayes–Nash equilibrium
is achieved. Preferences with higher fit-
ness then grow at the expense of those
with lower fitness. Although all prefer-
ences need not ultimately reflect fit-
ness, the limiting outcome of aggregate
play must be a Nash equilibrium outcome
for fitness.

Levent Koçkesen, Efe Ok, and Rajiv
Sethi (2000) show interdependent pref-
erences might confer a strategic advan-
tage in a different sense. Take a two-
person game where each player has a
continuum of actions, xi = ∈ℜ, say, and a
“fitness” function πi(x1,x2) > 0, i = 1,2.
The game is symmetric so that π1(x1,x2) =
π2(x2,x1), for all (x1,x2). Player 1 maximizes
the payoff function π1(x1,x2); but player
2 maximizes ρ2(x1,x2) = π2(x1,x2) / π1(x1,x2)
and so is concerned with relative fit-
ness. Player 2 generally then obtains
higher fitness than player 1 in any pure
strategy Nash equilibrium.

EXAMPLE 6. To illustrate this, sup-
pose π1(x1,x2) = f(x1) + g(x2) and π2(x1,x2) =
f(x2) + g(x1) where f > 0 and g > 0 are dif-
ferentiable; f has a unique maximum at
x∗, so that f ′(x∗) = 0; and g′(x) < 0 for all x.
In any pure strategy Nash equilibrium,
it is immediate that x1 = x∗. If player 2
also chose x2 = x∗, this would yield ρ2 = 1,
but player 2 can do better than this. In-
deed, since ∂ρ2(x∗,x∗)

∂x2
 = − g′(x∗)

f(x∗) + g(x∗) > 0, player 2
can obtain ρ2 > 1 with a small increase in
x2, since this reduces player 1’s fitness.
On the other hand, consider any (x∗,x−)
which is a pure strategy Nash equilib-
rium, so that ∂ρ2(x∗,x−)

∂x2
 = 0 = f ′(x−)

π1(x∗,x−) − π2(x∗,x−)g′(x−)
(π1(x∗,x−))2 .

Hence f ′(x−) < 0, so, although player 2 is
maximizing ρ2, a mutant player 2 could
obtain higher fitness, π2, by choosing
some x2 < x−, given x1 = x∗.

3. Evolution of Rationality (and
Longevity)

3.1 Ecological Intelligence

This first main hypothesis considered
in this section is that the impetus for
greater intelligence came from the de-
mands of the ecology, such as the acqui-
sition of plant and animal food, avoid-
ance of predators, dealing with hot and
cold, the use of tools, and so on.32

3.1.1 Coevolution of Intelligence and 
Longevity

The ecological intelligence hypothe-
sis essentially derives the biological
characteristic of human intelligence
from the operation of a primitive econ-
omy.33 Hillard Kaplan and Robson (2000)
adopt this approach to explain why in-
telligence and longevity were simulta-
neously exaggerated in humans. Their
model has the following motivation.34

Present day hunter-gatherers exhibit
a huge intertemporal economic trade-
off over the life span. During their
childhood and teenage years, hunters,
for example, consume much more than
they produce; during their twenties,
thirties, and forties, they produce a
large flow surplus. Hunting is highly
skill-intensive and such a trade-off re-
flects the biological investment in a large
brain, as well as the learning-by-doing
that exploits this intellectual capacity.

32 Katharine Milton (1981) argues that the cog-
nitive demands of foraging for high quality plant
foods were the key impetus for primate intelli-
gence. Thomas Wynn (1988) concludes that it is
difficult to correlate the growth in brain capacity
with the archaeological evidence on technological
evolution.

33 Karl Marx argued that the economy influ-
ences the nature of human beings. (Samuel
Bowles 1998, considers this hypothesis from a
modern perspective.) The most compelling sense
in which this argument is valid derives from about
two million years of hunting and gathering.

34 See also Hillard Kaplan, Hill, Jane Lancaster
and Magdalena Hurtado (2000).
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Not only has human brain size in-
creased dramatically over the last two
million years, but human mortality also
seems to have fallen substantially. In-
deed, if chimpanzee mortality rates ap-
proximate those for human evolutionary
ancestors, the hunter-gatherer invest-
ment in children could not possibly be
recouped without such a fall in mortality.

Suppose that the brain is a form of
somatic (bodily) capital and that mortal-
ity is also subject to natural selection.
Energy output is produced from this
capital according to a production func-
tion. In turn, this output can be rein-
vested, used to reduce mortality, or for
reproduction. The objective is to maxi-
mize the expected lifetime energy avail-
able for reproduction. An optimal life
history entails initial investment in the
capital stock until the optimal steady
state capital stock is attained. During
this initial phase, mortality is decreas-
ing, as a result of the rising value of a
life; during the long-run steady state,
mortality is constant.

Although the following discrete exam-
ple is inadequate to represent an optimal
life history, it captures the coevolution
of longevity and intelligence.

EXAMPLE 7. There are two periods.
The individual is endowed with a brain
of mass K in the first period so that en-
ergy output there is F(K) + α, where
F′(K) > 0; F′′(K) < 0; and α is a parameter
representing a shift in output. Suppose
that energy I is invested in the brain
and energy M is devoted to mortality re-
duction. Output in the second period is
then F(K + I) + α. The probability of sur-
vival to the second period is 1 − µ(M) − β,
where µ′(M) < 0; µ′′(M) > 0; and β is a
parameter representing exogenous mor-
tality. The objective is expected net en-
ergy production, V(I,M) = F(K) + α − I −
M + (1 − µ(M) − β)(F(K + I) + α). The first-
order conditions for maximizing V are

V1(I,M) = − 1 + (1 − µ(M) − β)(F′(K + I) = 0
and VM(I,M) = −1 − µ′(M)(F(K + I) + α) = 0,
assuming an interior solution. The
second-order conditions impose the addi-
tional requirement that VIIVMM − VIM

2  > 0.
It follows that ∂M

∂α
 > 0 so that such an in-

crease in output induces greater expen-
diture on mortality reduction. As a
consequence, ∂I

∂α
 > 0 and such greater

productivity also induces greater invest-
ment. Alternatively, it follows from the
first-order conditions that ∂M

∂β
 < 0, so a

decrease in exogenous mortality in-
duces a reinforcing decrease in en-
dogenous mortality. As a consequence,
∂I

∂β
 < 0, and such a reduction in exoge-

nous mortality also induces an increase
in investment.

Modern education is a huge invest-
ment by parents and society, made
worthwhile by the intelligence and pref-
erences of humans. These characteristics
are presumably products of biological
evolution; the present approach sug-
gests they arose because of the invest-
ment in brain and the skill required for
hunting and gathering. It is not surpris-
ing then that modern productivity pro-
files and intergenerational flows of re-
sources, for example, closely resemble
those in hunter-gatherer economies.

3.2 Social Intelligence

The second main hypothesis consid-
ered is that of social or Machiavellian
intelligence. (Byrne and Whiten 1988
and Whiten and Byrne 1997 are collec-
tions of readings on this hypothesis.)
This is that strategic interactions with
other individuals provided the key
impetus toward greater intelligence.

Nicholas Humphrey (1988), for exam-
ple, argues that the intellectual capaci-
ties of primates often exceed the de-
mands of their ecology. Chimpanzees,
for example, can be shown to realize
that an image in a mirror is that of
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themselves. If one of them has a spot
painted on its forehead under anes-
thetic, it will immediately touch the
spot on itself upon seeing its own re-
flection in a mirror. (See Gallup 1970.)
To what naturally occurring challenge is
this intelligence the response? Hum-
phrey suggests that the only strong can-
didate concerns social interactions with
other chimpanzees.

The social intelligence hypothesis
raises two more specific issues that are
taken up in the next two subsections.
First, is it theoretically plausible that
humans became more rational, in the
present sense of better using all available
information to guide decision making,
as a result of competitive strategic in-
teractions?35 Are there strategic interac-
tions where individuals set each other
problems of statistical inference that
are more challenging, for example,
given a higher general level of rational-
ity initially? Secondly, why might the
human capacity to anticipate one an-
other’s desires and beliefs, as is basic in
game theory, have evolved?

3.2.1 Red Queen Effect

What is then a game where rationality
evolves as an arms race? The key fea-
ture of such an arms race, or the “Red
Queen effect,” should be runaway se-
lection, arising since what matters is
rationality relative to others.36

Robson (1999b) proposes as a candi-

date the following infinitely repeated
two-person zero-sum game of incom-
plete information. (This is a modifica-
tion of a model from Aumann and
Maschler 1995.) A long-run player
knows the state of the world and hence
both payoff functions. There is a se-
quence of short-run uninformed oppo-
nents who can only make inferences
about the state from observing the in-
formed player. All players use noisy
bounded recall strategies. The Red
Queen effect arises as long as partial
revelation of information is optimal for
the informed player. That is: Given any
equilibrium with common recall, there
is an incentive bounded away from zero
for the uninformed players to increase
recall. This strategic setting thus pro-
vides a “moving target” encouraging
greater rationality.37

Ehud Lehrer (1988) and Elchanan
Ben-Porath (1993) also obtain an arms
race in rationality. They show that
greater recall, or a larger automaton,
respectively, enables an individual to
exploit an opponent in a standard class
of repeated games. However, they as-
sume that individuals cannot use behav-
iorally mixed strategies but can only mix
in a normal form sense over the various
pure strategies. Lehrer and Ben-Porath
emphasize, in addition, that this may
take much greater recall or a much
larger automaton.

More recently, Dana Heller (1999)
also finds an advantage to strategic so-
phistication. A large population is ran-
domly paired at each date to play a
game that is subject to occasional dra-
matic change. There are naïve individu-
als whose choice is fixed and individuals

35 The empirical plausibility of the Machiavel-
lian intelligence hypothesis is buttressed by the
observation that individuals are often more ra-
tional in competitive social or economic inter-
actions than in more abstract contexts. Leda
Cosmides (1989) demonstrates this with an experi-
ment in which the same problem of logical infer-
ence was presented in abstract form and in terms
of detecting cheating.

36 Matt Ridley (1993) and Pinker (1997) vividly
describe the Red Queen effect, although neither
of them thinks it is the full story. The ecological
hypothesis might also generate such a Red Queen
effect between predator and prey, although possi-
bly with weaker force.

37 An alternative suggestion is due to Robert
Trivers (1971) in his original biological account of
“reciprocal altruism.” He argues that maintaining
cooperation in the prisoner’s dilemma is cogni-
tively demanding and so may (somehow) have
driven the evolution of intelligence as an arms
race.
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who can learn at a cost. Although a
naïve type may do best in the absence
of changes, Heller shows that the learn-
ers may do best in general even as the
probability of change tends to zero.

3.2.2 Theory of Mind

An individual who attributes states of
mind to another has a “theory of
mind.”38 Alan Leslie (1987) and (1991)
argues that first pretence and then the
theory of mind develop in human be-
ings from a capacity for “metarepresen-
tation.” Experiments show that normal
four-year old children can understand
that another individual holds a false be-
lief, whereas three-year olds apparently
cannot. Autistic children have a specific
deficit on such theory of mind tasks,
even when mental age is controlled for.

Richard Frackowiak, Karl Friston,
Christopher Frith, Raymond Dolan, and
John Mazziotta (1997, pp. 354–56) ex-
amine brain activity associated with
such attributions to others. Subjects
were asked to read three alternative sto-
ries—one involving a theory of mind,
another with a similar context but a
purely mechanical interpretation, and a
third consisting of unlinked sentences.
The technique of “functional magnetic
resonance imaging,” which maps instan-
taneous blood flow in the brain, identi-
fies a region in the “left medial dorsal
prefrontal cortex” used uniquely for the
theory of mind task. This evidence and
that on autistic children is suggestive of
a specific neurological module for such
tasks.

Why might such a capacity have
evolved? An analogous evolutionary ra-

tionale to that already given for the ex-
istence of a utility function is proposed
here. The possession of a representation
of another individual’s preferences, for
example, permits a flexible optimal re-
sponse in a class of strategic situations,
and so would be evolutionarily favored.
Conversely, there is no simpler solution
in this class of games, since any solu-
tion entails such a representation in a
revealed preference sense.

EXAMPLE 8. Consider two players—1
and 2. Suppose that player 1 faces the
fixed set of possible outcomes {a1, … ,aM}
and has preferences a1 � 1 … � 1aM.
Player 2 faces the fixed set {b1, … ,bN}
and has preferences b1 � 2 … � 2 bN.
Both players know their own prefer-
ences. Consider the following set of all
finite two-stage games of perfect infor-
mation with these outcome sets. Player 1
moves first and player 2 moves second.
Player 1’s choices are {c1, … ,cR} and
player 2’s are {d1, … , dS}. For simplicity,
player 1’s choices are noisy so that there
is at least a small positive probability of
choosing any pure strategy. Suppose also
that player 2 never faces a tie for any
prior move by player 1.

In the first place, if player 1 knows
player 2’s preferences and so can pre-
dict player 2’s behavior, a Nash equilib-
rium of the noisy game results. (This
approximates a subgame perfect equi-
librium of the unperturbed game.) The
existence of a representation of player
2’s preferences in player 1’s mind per-
mits player 1 to play in an evolutionarily
optimal way.

Conversely, suppose that such a Nash
equilibrium is played in every noisy
game. There is then a “revealed prefer-
ence” sense in which player 1 must
know player 2’s preferences. It is
enough to limit attention to choice sets
{c1,c2} and {d1,d2} Consider player 2’s
preference between any pair of distinct

38 The term is due to David Premack and Guy
Woodruff (1978). Dorothy Cheney and Robert
Seyfarth (1990) consider empirical tests of the the-
ory of mind hypothesis. They claim that vervet
monkeys are more adept in dealing with one an-
other than in dealing with their predators, thus
favoring the general social intelligence hypothesis
over the ecological intelligence hypothesis.
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outcomes bi and bj, say. Let ∆ denote
the mapping from choice pairs to out-
come pairs. Consider the game such
that ∆(c1,d1) = (a1,bi), ∆(c1,d2) = (aN,bj),
∆(c2,d1) = (aN,bi), and ∆(c2,d2) = (a1,bj).
Since the equilibrium implies that
player 1 chooses as close to c1 as possi-
ble if bi � 2bj and as close to c2 as possi-
ble if bj � 2 bi, it follows that player 1
must “know” 2’s preferences. There is
then no simpler method for ensuring
that player 1 optimizes in this entire
class of games.

Dennett (1983) proposes an infinite
hierarchy of levels of intentionality. A
zero-intentionality act is programmed
directly by evolution—the wing pattern
of an edible butterfly that deters preda-
tors by mimicking that of a noxious spe-
cies, for example. First-order intention-
ality includes the desires and beliefs of
the agent. Second-order intentionality
includes knowledge of the desires or
beliefs of another agent, and so on. The
level of such intentionality could be
made empirically meaningful by a
generalization of the present revealed
preference approach.

4. What Next?

There are a number of promising ap-
proaches suggested by the present
account, a selection of which follows.

1. The case for food as an argument of
hedonic utility is straightforward be-
cause the biological value of food is
relatively constant. However, emo-
tions are presumably also attached to
money, although money is too recent
to have direct hard-wired significance.
For general decision making, then, how
are emotions attached to experiences?

2. Providing a biological basis for hyper-
bolic discounting is challenging, since
evolutionary models tend to generate
time consistency. Perhaps frictions,

or costs of complexity, should then be
introduced. For example, suppose
there are two discrete modules in the
mind—one urging grabbing whatever
is at hand and another willing to
defer gratification. Actual behav-
ior might be a compromise between
these two modules yielding a non-
constant rate of time preference, but
intermediate impatience on average.
What are the biological cost consid-
erations that would make two such
modules evolutionarily optimal?

3. In the evolutionary account of atti-
tudes to risk, predictions were made
that individuals distinguish between
idiosyncratic and aggregate risk. Are
such theoretical predictions borne
out empirically?

4. Although there are a number of at-
tempts to derive a concern with status
from biology, there is scope for fur-
ther work here. In addition, although
a basic concern with status may be in-
nate, the exact determinants of status
may not be. Some societies identify
status with wealth, some with acci-
dents of birth. What can be said about
how the determinants of status arise?

5. Present day hunter-gatherer societies
yield insight into an economy that
shaped human preferences for the
last two million years. A conspicuous
phenomenon in many of these soci-
eties is food sharing, which often
seems egalitarian (as well as Pareto-
improving). (See Hillard Kaplan and
Hill 1985.) What implications might
there be for the political preferences
of modern human beings?

6. Finally, it is important to analyze the
evolution of the theory of mind, since
this lies at the foundation of game
theory. What kind and degree of so-
phistication would evolution generate
here? What implications are there for
the empirical limits on abstract game
theory?
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